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tumour necrosis factor or interleukin-1. It 
would, therefore, be not unlikely to find 
differentiation affects of IFN-~,IBSF-2 
on B cells at concentrations too low to 
produce antiviral activity on other cells. 
Contrary to Billiau's comment', this does 
not mean that the inteferon activity of 
IFB-~,IBSF-2 is unimportant for its func
tion: as it is as inducible as type I inter
ferons by double-stranded RNA and vi
ruses in many cells2

·", IFN-~, could provide 
an important link between the immediate 
tissue antiviral response and the more de
layed antibody production in viral infec
tions. 
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Variations in chickens 
SIR-Two recent reports in Nature'·2 sug
gest to us a possible mechanism for the 
generation of antibody diversity in chick
ens. 

During immunoglobulin light-chain 
gene rearrangement, recombination 
occurs at conserved heptamer and nonam
er nucleotide sequences which flank each 
germline variable (V) and joining (J) gene 
segment. Combinational joining among 
multiple non-identical VandJ segments is 
a major source of antibody diversity in the 
mouse and human. In contrast, the princi
pallight-chain locus of the chicken appears 
to contain only one J and only a single 
functional V segment, and fusion of this 
pair is the predominant (if not the only) 
rearrangement event observed. Other V
like elements exist upstream, but those 
sequenced to date are pseudogenes. 
Nevertheless, the chicken produces di
verse light chains. Diversification appears 
to occur through transposition of sequ
ences from pseudo-V segments into the 
rearranged V/J locus. The mechanism of 
this transposition is not known, but is 
thought to involve gene conversion'. 

The finding1
'
2

'
4 that transcriptionally

competent heavy-chain genes can undergo 
secondary rearrangements in which one V 

segment replaces another, with recom
bination occurring at a heptamer in the 
coding sequence of the first V segment, 
implies that the lymphocyte recombinase 
system can act on isolated heptamers con
tained in rearranged immunoglobulin 
genes. Upon examining the published 
sequences of the functional light chain V 
segment and three pseudo-V elements 
from the chicken, we find that each con
tains at least two heptamer elements with
in the coding region; these are located im
mediately upstream of the second and 
third complementarity-determining re
gions. It is unlikely that the pseudo-V loci 
undergo conventional rearrangements'. 
However, these internal heptamers, cou
pled with the putative heptamer-binding 
and endonucleolytic activities of the re
combinant system, could serve as efficient 
sites for synapsis and strand exchange be
tween the functional V segment and V
like pseudogenes, much as sequences 
flanking the mating-type loci of yeast are 
thought to do'. Resulting gene conversion 
events would tend to alter precisely those 
portions of the gene that determine 
antigen-specificity. Somatic diversifica
tion ofthe chicken light-chain genes might 
thus occur through a variation of the con
ventional heptamer-mediated recombina
sepathway. 
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Functions of leaf fall 
SIR-To add to those already put 
forward'-', may I suggest yet two more 
functions for leaf fall? 

Some leaves may be shed because they 
cease to be economical in terms of their 
own and/or the whole plant's energy and 
nutrient budget. Such shedding would 
have the additional advantage of allowing 
a better distribution of light in the plant 
canopy, while minimizing competition for 
water and other nutrients from the soil. 

It also seems possible that plants may 
initially produce many more leaves than 
they require, later shedding those that are 
in excess of the optimum number for the 
normal life cycle. 

The above proposals gain support from 
the fact that in many of the economic leg
ume and oil-seed crops, which can experi
ence considerable leaf fall, reproductive 
structures can play an important role in 
the overall process of building seed yields, 
indicating that some leaves, at least, are 

dispensable4-7
• The surplus foliage can 

account for at least half of the total plant 
foliage'. In fact considerable defoliation 
of such plants can be carried out, without a 
significant decrease in seed yields. Thus, 
in all plants where reproductive structures 
make a considerable contribution to the 
final seed yields, shedding of surplus 
foliage could be economical in the overall 
metabolic context of the plant and 
allow better distribution of light, water 
and nutrients. 
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Body temperature of 
homoiothermic animals 
SIR-I agree with Calder1 and Dunitz and 
Benner' that Paul' is wrong to suppose 
that the body temperature of many 
homoiothermic animals is 36 oc because 
that is approximately the temperature of 
minimum specific heat of water. Rather it 
may produce a paradox- homoiothermic 
animals live at the temperature of max
imum thermal fluctuations. I also agree 
with Dunitz and Benner when they assert 
that biological water is not pure water but 
I disagree with them when they use the 
data of pure water to solve the paradox. 

Indeed, water in biosystems must be 
thought of as adsorbed onto macromol
ecules, either in a localized or mobile 
form45

• Without additional hypotheses, 
this model explains the Na+/K+ ratio'·', the 
anaesthetic effect of inert gases' and the 
anomalously high viscosity of water in the 
cell4

; therefore, it must be considered as a 
plausible model for water in biosystems. 

The observation that the specific heat of 
water in biosystems such as normal blood 
plasma and haematopoietic cells is lower 
(6% and 11%, respectively) than that of 
pure water, shows that in biological water 
some degrees of freedom can be excited 
with more difficulty than in pure water, 
thus sustaining the adsorbed water model. 
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